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LHD experiments provide new various issues 
to the data acquisition and management system 
of the fusion research. The amount of diagnostic 
data keep growing by means of the progress of the 
sensoring technology of the micro-mechanics and 
semiconductors. Longer plasma discharges also en-
courage this tendency. 
On the other hand, technical progress of the sen-
sors have made the plasma diagnostics become di-
versified. It means that not only the experimental 
data itself but also the device operation and data 
transform methods have much variety. Such variety 
of diagnostic devices can be partly-settled by apply-
ing the object-oriented method toward the program-
ming of the management softwares. 
Regarding with the hardware structure of the 
data acquisition and management system, concur-
rent parallel tasking by the distributed data man-
agement computers is the necessary condition. It 
is because the parallel data transfer using plural 
number of 110 paths is indispensable to transfer 
huge amount of experimental data within a definite 
time after the discharge end. For example, about 
1GB data of each 1 0-second discharge must be sent 
within the following 100 seconds in LHD. 
As far as the device control system is concerned, 
the parallel data paths are not necessarily indis-
pensable for the wide transfer bandwidth because 
the data amount of the device controlling or mon-
itoring is not so large. The large number of con-
trolling or monitoring 110 channels, however, re-
quires the distributed managing computers. This is 
mainly because the device control and monitor gen-
erally requires the real-time processing of the com-
puter, and the interrupts handling capacity of the 
real-time processing is generally less than about 1 
kilo-interrupt per second regardless of the kind of 
the computer cpu. As a result, we have conclude 
that both the data acquisition computers and device 
control ones should be installed respectively for ev-
152 
ery diagnostics in LHD. 
Fig. 1 shows a elementary set of the data ac-
quisition and diagnostics control system. For the 
data acquisition, the IBM-PC compatible computer 
is applied with the multitasking OS of Windows NT 
and CAMAC for digitizers. The device control 
and monitor, whereas, applies VME modules of 
cpu, digitizer, and communication port such as RE-
232C or GP-IB. The VME cpu uses the real-time 
OS Tornado. Total number of elements will be es-
timated about 20rv 30 in LHD diagnostics. 
The cooperation between the PC and VME com-
puters is established through the reflective mem-
ory system which has been newly developed in or-
der to reflect a memory image onto the memory of 
the other computer. Here two different kinds of · 
computers of PC and VME are linked by the dif-
. ferent bus-interfaced reflective memory boards of 
PCI-bus and VMEbus. 
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Fig. 1: A basic element of the CAMAC data acqui-
sition and VME device control/monitor sys-
tem: This set will be applied for each kind 
of the LHD diagnostics device. 
